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About Form

•

Welcome to Form—missional formation curriculum
for teachers of preschoolers ages three to
kindergarten. Each issue of Form contains two units
filled with age-appropriate activities and stories
that provide preschoolers with meaningful learning
experiences and help them to develop a missional
lifestyle.
Form encourages preschoolers to:
• Wonder at the creativity of God in creation,
culture, people, language, and geography.
• Experience the love of God for themselves
and for all creation.
• Explore Scripture and the example of Jesus
that challenges them to love and serve others.
• Nurture an attentiveness to the work of God’s
Spirit in the world.
• Discover the ways God has equipped them
with certain gifts, passions, and interests.
• Meet individuals who are joining in God’s
mission to bring healing and wholeness to the
world.
• Grow in their capacity to love and care for
others.

•

•

A stated Teaching/Learning Aim to guide
teachers as they create a specific learning
environment for preschoolers.
A list of Other Sources of Information that
can assist the teacher and student in going
deeper into the unit’s theme.
A Word Bank with pronunciation guides and
definitions for new vocabulary in the unit.

Session Pages
Each session is structured for a 45-minute to onehour time frame and includes a variety of learning
center activities as well as a large group experience
to synthesize learning. At the beginning of each
session, teachers will find Session Preparation
steps as well as a Session Focus to guide
conversation throughout the session. Helpful time
indicators and icons guide teachers in preparing and
leading each session.
Each unit includes Resource Kit (RK) pages
that include session photos, worksheets, and games
that correspond with learning center activities or
Large Group Time. These pages can be found in the
file labeled “Resource Kit” that was included in the
purchase of your Form download.

Learning Centers

Using Form
Form can be used weekly in traditional missionfocused classes or in other settings when you
desire to give special emphasis to the Christian’s
missional calling. Some ideas include:
• Once a month in Sunday School.
• A full month per quarter in Sunday School.
• Throughout the summer in Sunday School.
• During children’s worship or extended
session.

Unit Introduction
The Unit Introduction provides the following:
• An overview of the unit’s missional theme
and its connection to the Bible.
• Basic information about the missional
individuals the preschoolers will meet during
the unit, including an Info Bank with at-aglance facts.
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Learning centers allow boys and girls to move freely
in areas of the room, discovering, exploring, and
experiencing activities designed to help them learn.
Through conversation teachers provide assistance
and guidance. Preschoolers work at their own
pace either independently or with a small group,
according to their interests and abilities. They may
choose to work in several centers, moving from
one center to another during a session, or they may
choose to work in only one center.
Learning centers should be attractive, inviting,
age-level and developmentally appropriate, and
require little adult supervision. Centers should
facilitate the natural flow of traffic and may utilize
tables, walls, the floor, carpet and carpet squares,
shelves, back of shelves, tents, space under tables,
boxes, etc.
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Additional Resources
for the Teacher

Each session includes the following learning centers:
The Homeliving Center provides preschoolers with
opportunities to act out living at home and other dramatic
activities.

Free online Teacher Helps can
be found under the “Form” icon
at www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
References to Teacher Help items
are designated with TH.

Preschoolers will have the opportunity to express themselves
creatively with a variety of art activities in the Art Center.
Preschoolers find satisfaction working puzzles, manipulating a
variety of objects, and building with blocks when they visit the
Blocks and Puzzles Center.

Each unit includes a downloadable
video at www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

In the Nature Center, preschoolers examine, explore, and
manipulate a variety of nature objects and materials.

Visit cbf.net/shop to order free
copies or download Prayers of the
People, a yearlong guide to prayer
for CBF’s missions and ministries.

Boys and girls will enjoy looking at books, reading them, or
having them read in the Books Center.

Subscribe for free to fellowship!
magazine at www.cbf.net. Stories
of CBF field personnel and mission
engagement can complement Form
lessons.

Preschoolers enjoy singing, listening to music, playing and
exploring musical instruments, playing musical games, and
dancing in the Music and Movement Center.
Many activities suggested in the learning centers are appropriate
for both younger and older preschoolers. Otherwise, you will
find separate activities identified for either younger or older
preschoolers.

Join “CBF Mission Teachers”
on Facebook and join in the
conversation with others
passionate about missional
formation for preschoolers!

Bible thoughts and prayer phrases are interspersed throughout the
learning centers for teachers to incorporate in their conversations
with the preschoolers.

Leading Large Group Time
Large Group Time is “all together time” when preschoolers transition
from learning centers and gather for a large group experience.
Patiently assist boys and girls in bringing their chairs and forming
either a circle or semicircle in front of you. Outlining a circle or
semicircle on the floor with masking tape will give the boys and girls
visual clues as to where to place their chairs. Or, you may want them
to sit on the floor around you.
Large Group Time is designed for those who are three years
old and older. It is the time when the teacher reinforces the mission
concepts that were introduced in the learning centers. The boys and
girls will converse, hear a story, pray, and from time to time, play
games and enjoy musical experiences.
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UNIT

1

Theme: Village of Hope
People focus: Gennady
and Mina Podgaisky

Ministry focus: Various
ministries at Village of
Hope

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

Luke 24:13-35

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Village of Hope
by

Robbie Jones

In Luke, Cleopas and another follower of Jesus were on the road to
Emmaus, discussing events of the past few days. Jesus had been crucified
and buried, dashing their hopes and dreams. They did not know where to
go from there. Heartbroken, struggling to figure out their next steps, a man
appeared. Unknown to the men, Jesus appeared and walked with them.
Jesus started with Moses and worked through the prophets, explaining
and interpreting the Scriptures. However, the men still did not recognize
him. They invited Jesus
to stay with them. It was
only through the breaking
and blessing of bread that
the men finally recognized
Jesus.
Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship field personnel
Gennady [gi NAH dee]
and Mina [MEE na]
Podgaisky [pod GUY ski],
like Christ in Emmaus,
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky help orphan children
come alongside people
find safe, healthy homes with foster families at the
in the depths of despair.
Village of Hope. Many of the orphans have lived on
They serve in Kiev,
the streets of Kiev for years, struggling to find food
Ukraine, where they
and shelter just to survive.
facilitate the ministries of
the Village of Hope, which
they helped establish in
2003. The seven buildings
on over sixteen acres of land in Bucha, Ukraine, that make up the Village
of Hope, were part of a former communist pioneer youth camp.
Ukraine gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. While
welcome, this independence caused instability and economic disorder.
Unemployment, poverty, addictions to alcohol and drugs, crime, and
other social problems have all contributed to a large number of orphans in
Ukraine. Currently, there are over 100,000 orphans in Ukraine, a number
that includes children without either parent and children who are “social”
orphans—children abused or abandoned by their parents and placed in
the care of others.
Village of Hope provides a place for these children to go. Currently,
the Village of Hope hosts three Ukrainian foster families with a total
of twenty-five children. Foster parents, many with their own biological
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Other Sources of
Information

children, take orphans into their families and raise them, offering
an alternative to life in an orphanage or in the streets. The Village
of Hope also offers year-round camp facilities for local churches,
Christian camp organizations, and other groups to rent.
Gennady and Mina lead Bible studies in their home for refugees,
university students, and fellow church members. Mina also
organizes and leads women Bible study groups where the women
make crafts. She and Gennady counsel families, parents, and
individuals, both in person and via the Internet. She is one of the
authors of the Life Skills Manual for Youth, a manual that teaches
future orphanage graduates the life skills necessary to adapt and live
independently.
In Ukraine, when children are released from orphanages at
16 or 17 years of age, they transition into a world that most are
ill-prepared to enter. Many Ukrainian orphans released at age 16
become involved in prostitution or other organized crime, and often
end up in prison. Others turn to alcohol or drugs, perpetuating
mistakes of past generations. Due to lack of quality education,
less than one percent of orphans attends university or receives
any higher education. The life skills lessons Mina teaches will help
children overcome these obstacles. With the skills they learn and
the love of a family, they stand a much better chance of becoming
productive members of society and breaking the cycle of previous
generations.

1. Visit www.cbf.net/podgaisky for an
introduction to Gennady and Mina
Podgaisky.
2. Check out www.youtube.com/
watch?v=u9hxGNMfvC4 for an
informative video about Village of Hope
from a partner church, Wingate Baptist
Church in Wingate, North Carolina.
3. Check out www.semafilms.com/
portfolio/village-of-hope for another
video about Village of Hope.
4. Go to www.cbf.net/teacherhelps and
see TH: More Sources of Information
and TH: Suggested Books for more
resources for this unit.

Robbie Jones lives in Richmond, Virginia. She graduated from
Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond in 2017. She taught
elementary school before seminary. She loves working with children
to help them develop their faith.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, children will learn that
people who struggle need to hear
God’s message of hope and it is
our responsibility to be the hands,
feet, and voice of Christ to spread
God’s hope. Children will hear
stories about Gennady and Mina
Podgaisky, who walk alongside
Ukrainian orphans, families,
couples, and others who need to
hear about hope.

WO R D B A N K
borsch [BOAR sh]: traditional Ukrainian food made with beets and
cabbage

Gennady Podgaisky [gi NAH dee pod GUY ski]: CBF field personnel
in Kiev, Ukraine

hopak [HO pahk]: traditional Ukrainain dance
Mina Podgaisky [MEE na pod GUY ski]: CBF field personnel in Kiev,
Ukraine

pysanky [pih san KIH]: Easter eggs decorated with traditional Ukrainian
folk art
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SESSION

1

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Meet Gennady and
Mina Podgaisky
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: April Video. This animated video
provides an entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
• Locate The Mitten by Jan Brett or prepare to show TH: The Mitten.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: Folk Dance Steps and TH:
Ukrainian Dancers.
• Gather RK 1: Map of Ukraine and RK 5: Gennady and Mina
Podgaisky.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will be introduced to
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky and their work at Village of Hope in
Kiev, Ukraine. Through a glimpse of a week in Gennady’s and Mina’s
lives and activities, the children will learn about the various ministries
at Village of Hope. The children will learn that the foundation
of Gennady’s and Mina’s ministry is to build relationships with
Ukrainians and join in God’s redemptive work with the people.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

Learning
Centers

Enjoy Borsch

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Gennady and Mina. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: recipe ingredients; bowls;
napkins; spoons; RK 15: Allergy Alert

Recipe ingredients:
3 cans beef broth (approximately
6 cups)
4 medium potatoes in chunks
1 pound cabbage (shredded)
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1 beet (peeled and thinly slicedjulienned)
1 green bell pepper (julienned)
2 medium carrots (julienned)
1 medium onion (julienned)
3 medium tomatoes (diced)
½ tablespoon salt
½ teaspoon pepper (or more to
taste)
chopped fresh dill when served
Makes 6 large servings, 12 small
servings
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1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it. Prepare the
dish before the session. To prepare,
measure the beef broth into a
large pot. Add the vegetables,
salt, and pepper. Cover and cook
over medium to low heat for 30
minutes. Serve with bread.
2. Say: We are going to sample
a popular Ukrainian dish called
borsch. This recipe includes two
staples of the Ukrainian diet: beets
and cabbage. Gennady and Mina
enjoy this meal year round. It is
often served as one of the special
dishes served at the Christmas Eve
dinner.
3. Before eating, say a brief
blessing over the food and pray
for good health for the Podgaiskys
and the families at Village of
Hope, especially during the winter,
which Mina describes as “long and
harsh.”

Make a Family
Portrait

4. Say: Think about your family.
Who takes care of you? Who lives
in your house with you? Draw a
picture of your family.

Dress for the
Weather

5. Pray for children in Ukraine
who are orphans. Thank God for
Gennady, Mina, and Village of
Hope. Thank God for families for
all children.

Items needed: various articles of
clothing for summer and winter

1. Say: The winter in Ukraine is
very cold. Mina and Gennady ask
for prayers for good health during
the cold winter months.
2. Say: We are going to play a
game. We are going to take turns
dressing for the weather. When it
is your turn, you will dress up in
winter clothes, but you will add
something from the summer as
well. Your classmates will guess
what it is that does not belong in
your winter wardrobe.

Map of Ukraine
Items needed: copy of RK 1: Map
of Ukraine for each child; scissors;
cardstock; zip-top bags

1. Before the session, make a
copy of RK 1: Map of Ukraine on
cardstock for each child. Cut the
map into pieces and place the
pieces in a zip-top bag for each
child.

3. Allow each child a chance to
dress up in winter clothes.

2. Say: We are learning about
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky
and the Village of Hope. The
Podgaiskys and the Village of
Hope are located in the country of
Ukraine.
3. Pass out a zip-top bag to each
child.

Items needed: construction paper or
cardstock; crayons or markers

1. Give each child a piece of
construction paper.
2. Use the Bible thought, Jesus
went to church with his family
(Luke 2:27).
3. Say: Gennady and Mina work
with a place called Village of Hope.
At Village of Hope, families take
orphans into their families. They
live together, work together, play
together, and go to church together.
Did you know that Jesus went
to synagogue (church) with his
family?

4. Say: The pieces in the baggie
create a puzzle of the country
of Ukraine. Carefully take your
pieces out of your bag and fit
them together to find out what the
country of Ukraine looks like.

6. Pray for the country of Ukraine,
that God will bring peace to the
people and that God will provide
for the needs of those who do
not have jobs to provide for their
families.

FORM
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Folktales
Items needed: The Mitten by Jan Brett
or TH: The Mitten

5. Help children as needed. Make
sure each child gets the pieces
back into the bags.
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4. Use the Bible thought, God
made the summer and God made
the winter (Ps. 74:17). Pray,
thanking God for warm winter
clothes, warm homes, and safe
places to stay warm during the
winter. Pray for Ukrainian orphans
who do not have warm clothes or
a warm place to go during the cold
winter months.

1. Say: Ukrainians have many folk
tales. Some teach lessons and some
are just for fun. Today we are going
to read a book called The Mitten.
2. Read the story to the
preschoolers. Be sure to point out
the detailed illustrations. Jan Brett
researched homes and clothing to
make her illustrations authentic.
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3. Say: This story tells how a
boy’s mitten unknowingly became
a home for animals to stay warm
during the winter. In an earlier
version of the story, the mouse
moves in first with furniture and
sets up a home to stay warm
from the harsh winter. Ukrainian
folktales often involved animals or
the seasons.

2. Say: Folk stories and folk
music are an important part of the
Ukrainian culture. We are going
to learn the steps to a basic folk
dance called the hopak. This dance
is sometimes referred to as the
“National Dance of Ukraine.”
3. Show TH: Folk Dance Steps,
having children follow along.
Encourage the preschoolers to
imitate the steps, even if they can’t
do all of the moves.
4. Show TH: Ukrainian Dancers to
show the dance in action.

Dance Like
Ukrainians
Items needed: TH: Folk Dance Steps;
TH: Ukrainian Dancers; computer or other
device

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Folk Dance
Steps and TH: Ukrainian Dancers.

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you begin to count down from
10-0, it’s time to join you for Large
Group Time. Go to each learning
center and begin counting, inviting
the preschoolers to follow you to
Large Group Time. When everyone
has joined the group, thank them
for cleaning up the centers. Bring
RK 1: Map of Ukraine and RK 5:
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky.
Prepare to show TH: April Video.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning a bit about a country called
Ukraine. Gennady and Mina Podgaisky are field personnel who live in
Ukraine. (Show RK 5: Gennady and Mina Podgaisky.) Gennady and Mina
work at a place called the Village of Hope. Orphans—children who do
not have families to take care of them—go here to live with a family who
takes them in and cares for them.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about Gennady, Mina, and
the country of Ukraine?
3. Show TH: April Video, an animated video which provides an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
4. Say: Now let’s hear about Gennady's and Mina’s life in Ukraine.
5. Tell the story, “Meet Gennady and Mina Podgaisky.” Use RK 1: Map of
Ukraine and RK 5: Gennady and Mina Podgaisky to point to each person
or place as you mention them in the story.
6. Ask: What are some things Gennady and Mina do?
7. Ask: What can you do to help your family?
8. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for Gennady’s and
Mina’s work as they help Ukrainians know that God loves them.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Show RK 5: Gennady and Mina
Podgaisky.

Meet the Podgaiskys

2. Ask: Can you remember any
details about Gennady’s and Mina’s
lives? How are Gennady and Mina
helping Ukrainian people?

Mina: Hello, boys and girls. My name is Mina. My full name
is Guillermina, but I like Mina better. I was born in Mexico.
My parents, grandparents, and even great-grandparents were
all born in Mexico, too! My husband’s name is Gennady. He
and I have three children, Bogdan, Mark, and Ana Maria. They
are 17, 19, and 21 years old…almost all grown up! I love
swimming, making crafts, and reading.

3. Say: They are creating
relationships with Ukrainians so
they can let them know that they
are created in God’s image and
loved by God and others.

Gennady: Hi, boys and girls! I’m Gennady, Mina’s husband.
I was born in Russia. That is where my parents and
grandparents were born also. We went to a Baptist church in
Russia. I love to play volleyball, go skiing, and go fishing. I
met Mina at seminary in Kentucky. A seminary is a school for
people who want to be pastors and field personnel.

4. Remind the children to pray
for Gennady and Mina Podgaisky
and their children throughout the
week. As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

Mina: We are field personnel in Kiev, Ukraine. Every day we
look for ways to join God in God’s work here in Ukraine. We
teach others and work with couples, parents, children, and
families.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the other
leaders. Plan the learning activities
for Session 2. Reflect on today’s
lesson. How can you welcome
others and remind them that they
are loved by God and others?

Gennady: We host Bible study groups in our home. We have
tea time with snacks, spend time talking, study the Bible, and
pray.
Mina: I try to make sure to hug all of the ladies who come
to our home. At first, they were surprised. Now they look
forward to hugging me back!
Gennady: We work at the Village of Hope. It is a home for
foster families who take in children who do not have anyone
to take care of them. Right now we have three foster families.
We have twenty-five children and youth living at the Village of
Hope.
Mina: We also run camps throughout the year for children,
youth, and families.
Gennady: Our church is ten years old. That is very young for
a church. About 100 people attend. We do not have a church
building. Instead, we meet at the Ukrainian Evangelical
Seminary.
Mina: We stay very busy helping Ukrainian children and
families. We love our work in Ukraine because we get to tell
people that God loves them very much.
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SESSION

2

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Welcoming the
Stranger
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather supplies needed for learning centers.
• Locate My Ukrainian American Story, written by Adrianna Oksana
Bamber.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: Ukrainian Alphabet Song.
• Gather RK 6: Ukrainian Friends.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will hear the story
of the walk to Emmaus, found in Luke 24:13-35. The Podgaiskys
welcome orphans and others in Ukraine who need to hear words of
encouragement. They counsel people and invite people into their
home for Bible studies. They provide words of encouragement and
hope to people in difficult situations.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

Share Bread

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky. Give
guidance as needed to help the
preschoolers learn as they play.

Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins or plates; prepared sweet bread
(optional); RK 15: Allergy Alert

Recipe ingredients:
5 eggs (room temperature)
¾ cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

COOPERATIVE BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP		 10

¼ teaspoon salt
¾ cup lukewarm milk
3 teaspoons active dry yeast
4 cups plain flour
½ cup butter (room temperature)
1 cup seedless raisins
3 cups icing sugar
3-5 tablespoons water
sprinkles
Serves 12
1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
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parents will see it. Prepare the
sweet bread with icing before the
session or purchase prepared sweet
bread.
2. To prepare the bread: Using a
stand mixer on high speed, whisk
the eggs, sugar, vanilla extract, and
salt until well combined (about
two minutes). Whisk in milk and
dry yeast. Turn mixer on low speed
then add two cups of flour, mix
until combined. Add butter and
mix until incorporated. Add the
other two cups of flour and mix
until sticky dough forms (about
five minutes). Mix in raisins until
combined. Cover bowl with plastic
wrap and let dough rise for about
an hour, or until the dough doubles
in size (put the bowl in a small
dish or sink with warm water to
speed up the process). Put cupcake
liners in cupcake molds. Evenly
divide the dough into twelve
cupcake molds. Wrap with plastic
wrap and let the dough rise in a
warm place or in the oven at 100
degrees for 30 minutes. Take the
dough out of the oven. Preheat
the oven to 350 degrees. Bake
for 27-30 minutes or until golden
in color. Let the bread cool to
room temperature. While cooling,
combine the icing sugar with the
water and stir until it is smooth.
Glaze each “muffin” and add
sprinkles.
3. Say: The men in today’s Bible
story did not recognize Jesus until
he broke the bread. Bread is an
important part of meals in Ukraine.
Ukrainians have a special sweet
bread for Easter called paska [PAH
skuh] or kulich [KOOL itch].

Make Footprints

Create an I Spy Bottle

Items needed: construction paper; paint;
foam brushes; baby wipes; glue; crayons
or markers

Items needed: plastic water bottles;
sand; funnel; index card; small trinkets to
put in the bottle

1. Use the Bible thought, Go and
tell others about Jesus (Mark
16:15). Say: Jesus tells us to go
into the whole world and tell
others about him. We use our feet
to move around. Jesus tells us that
wherever we go and wherever we
are, we should be telling others
about Jesus. We are going to
make a craft with our footprints to
remind us to go tell others about
Jesus.

1. Before the session, gather
enough plastic water bottles for
each child to have one. Also
gather small trinkets that can be
put inside the bottle easily (small
erasers, beads, etc.).

2. Give each child a piece of
construction paper, making sure
the paper is oriented in portrait
mode. Have the children write
“Walk” at the top of the paper and
“with Jesus!” at the bottom of the
paper. Help younger preschoolers
as needed.

3. Give each child a water bottle.
Help the children fill the bottle
about ¼ full of sand, using the
funnel. Have the children choose
a few trinkets to drop into the
bottles. Help children add more
sand, until the bottle is half full.
Let them add a few more trinkets.
Help children secure the lid on the
bottle. (You can hot glue the lid to
the bottle or tape it with electrical
tape, so it does not come off.)

3. Have the children remove their
shoes and socks. Working with the
preschoolers one at a time, place
a different piece of construction
paper on the floor while the child
sits in a low chair. Gently paint
the bottom of one foot and place
it on the paper. Use wipes to clean
the child’s foot before painting the
other foot.
4. Allow the children to cut out
their footprints (or cut them out
for younger preschoolers.) Have
them glue their footprints between
the words on the other piece of
construction paper.

4. Give each child a sweet bread
muffin. Say a blessing over the
bread, thanking God for food to eat
and time shared with friends.
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2. Say: The men in today’s story
met a man on the road, but they
did not recognize him at first.
We’re going to create a puzzle
where you won’t be able to
recognize things at first.

4. Say: Now, give your bottle a
good shake. Can you find any of
the items you put in the bottle?
5. It took the friends in today’s
story a little bit of time with the
man, but they finally recognized
that it was Jesus. When you shook
your jar, you could recognize
some of the items you put inside.
Gennady and Mina help people in
Ukraine see Jesus.
6. Use the Bible thought, God gave
us eyes to see (Prov. 20:12). Pray
with children, thanking God for
eyes to see and people who help us
understand in new ways.
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outside, take children for a walk
around whatever space you use.

Take a Nature Walk
Items needed: adult or youth helper;
Bible times costume (optional); copy of
session story

1. Before the session, make a copy
of today’s session story. Ask an
adult or youth to help. Ask the
person to “appear” at a specific
time and place during your nature
walk. Give him or her today’s
session story. Ask the helper to
dress in costume if possible (a robe
or long tunic and sandals).
2. Say: Luke 5:3 tells us that Jesus
taught the people. In today’s story,
two men were walking on a road
and Jesus came up and started
walking with them. We’re going to
go on a walk today.
3. Ask: What are some things you
think we might see on our walk?
4. Take children on a walk outside.
Point out any footprints or signs of
human or animal activity on the
walk. If you cannot take children

Transition
Go to each learning center and
ask the preschoolers to begin
cleaning up. Tell them that when
they hear you begin to count, “one,
two, three,” they should join in
with “four, five, six,” and march
with you for Large Group Time.
Go to each learning center and
count, inviting the preschoolers to
join you and follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
6: Ukrainian Friends.

5. When you meet the helper
along your walk, allow him or her
to teach the children about today’s
Bible story.

Sing Along to the
Alphabet Song
Items needed: TH: Ukrainian Alphabet
Song; computer or other device

Read about Ukraine

1. Before the session, preview and
prepare to show TH: Ukrainian
Alphabet Song.

Items needed: My Ukrainian American
Story, written by Adrianna Oksana
Bamber

1. Before the session, locate My
Ukrainian American Story, written
by Adrianna Oksana Bamber in
your local library or bookstore. The
book can also be ordered online.
2. Say: Let’s read a book that
tells us more about the country of
Ukraine.
3. Read My Ukrainian American
Story to the children, pointing out
interesting pictures.

2. Say: Songs help us remember
things more easily. Do you know
a song to help you remember the
alphabet?
3. Help the preschoolers sing the
alphabet song. Say: The children
in Ukraine sing a different song to
help them learn and remember the
Ukrainian alphabet. Let’s hear the
Ukrainian alphabet song. March
with the beat as you listen.
4. Show TH: Ukrainian Alphabet
Song and march with the children.

4. Ask: What is something you
learned about Ukraine?

5. Say: It is fun to hear other
languages!

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today we learned about taking walks, eating bread together, the
Ukrainian alphabet, and other information about life in Ukraine.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about Ukraine?
3. Say: Let’s hear a story from the Bible from the book of Luke. In the
story, two men were walking on a path to a village called Emmaus. Let’s
pretend to talk to Cleopas, one of the men, after that exciting day.
4. Tell the story, “Walk to Emmaus.”
5. Ask: What happened on the walk to Emmaus?
6. Say: That’s right, Jesus appeared on the path and taught his friends.
7. Pray: God, thank you for giving us the Bible and for people to teach
us about it. Thank you for people like Gennady, Mina, and the parents at
Village of Hope who teach children that God loves them. Be with them,
just as you are with us. Amen.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we learned about
Jesus teaching Cleopas about
himself. We learned that Cleopas
welcomed Jesus into his home and
fed him.

Walk to Emmaus
Hi, boys and girls! I’m Cleopas. Would you like to hear a story
about what just happened to me?

2. Show RK 6: Ukrainian Friends.

I was walking with my friend to a village called Emmaus to
see our friends. A man came up to us on the path and started
talking to us. He wanted to know why we were so sad. We
told him that our friend Jesus had been killed. Our friends
went to find his body this morning and it was not in the tomb!

3. These are some people that
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky
welcome into the Village of Hope
and into their home.
4. Say: Let’s pray together. Repeat
after me:
Thank you for our eyes to see.
Thank you for the friends we
meet.
Thank you that Jesus walks with
us.
Be with Gennady, Mina, and the
people of Ukraine. Amen.

This man said he did not know about these events. I could
not believe that this man had not heard this news yet! Then,
you won’t believe what happened! The man started teaching
us things that the prophets from the past had written about
our friend Jesus. He told us that Jesus’ mother was Mary. He
told us Jesus would be called the Son of God. He told us that
Jesus taught in stories called parables. He told us that Jesus
helped people. He also said that Jesus’ own people would turn
against him and that he would be killed. All of those things
are true!

5. Remind children to pray
throughout the week for those that
Gennady, Mina, and Village of Hope
welcome. As parents arrive, thank
the preschoolers for participating in
the session.

My friend and I were so curious about how this man knew so
much about our friend that we invited him to our house. At
first, he said no, but then he agreed to join us. We gave him
bread to eat because we had been traveling and we were all
tired and hungry. This man took the bread, gave thanks, and
broke it. Then we realized that this man was our friend Jesus!
Can you believe it? He had been with us the whole time on
the path, teaching us about himself! We did not recognize him
until he broke the bread.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. How can you welcome the
stranger and help others see Jesus
in new ways?

You won’t believe this next part! After he broke the bread, he
disappeared from our sight. We could not see him or find him
anywhere. We ran back to where we had started our journey
this morning. Our friends, the disciples were there. The
disciples said, “It is true! The Lord has risen and appeared to
Simon!” “He appeared to us too,” we told them. We sat down
and told them the whole story. We are all so happy to know
that Jesus is with us again.
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SESSION

3

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Celebrate!
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather RK 2: Pysanky, RK 3: Animal Patterns, and RK 4: Pan Flute
Strips.
• Locate TH: Pysanky Photos, TH: Pysanka Symbolism, and TH: Pan
Flute.
• Locate The Birds’ Gift: A Ukrainian Easter Story retold by Eric A.
Kimmel and illustrated by Katya Krenina.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, students will learn about the
hope of the resurrection. Students will also learn how the Village of
Hope and Gennady and Mina Podgaisky bring hope to Ukrainian
children.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

when he walked with them on the
path.

Dress in Disguises

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Gennady and Mina. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: items for “disguises:”
glasses, hats, fake moustaches, clothing,
etc.

1. Ask: Has there ever been a
time when you did not recognize
someone that you knew?
2. Say: The two men in last week’s
Bible story did not recognize Jesus
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3. Allow children to use the
“disguises” to play dress up.
They can guess who is who after
they are all dressed up in their
“disguises.”
4. Pray with children, thanking
God that God recognizes and loves
each of us no matter where we are
or how we are dressed.
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very hungry. We are going to play
a game where we get to pretend to
be hungry bears.

Design Pysanky

Embroider an Animal

Items needed: copy of RK 2: Pysanky
for each child; crayons; markers; colored
pencils; paint; TH: Pysanky Photos; TH:
Pysanka Symbolism

Items needed: copy of RK 3: Animal
Patterns for each child; heavy paper or
cardboard; scissors; yarn; tape; hole
punch

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Pysanka Symbolism and make a
copy of the designs and colors for
children to look at while decorating
their own eggs. Prepare to show
TH: Pysanky Photos. Make a copy
of RK 2: Pysanky for each child.

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 3: Animal Patterns for each
child. Cut out the animals and
punch holes around the outside of
the animals.

2. Say: Pysanky are beautiful
Easter eggs that are decorated with
traditional Ukrainian folk art, using
a special wax-resist method.
3. Show TH: Pysanky Photos and
talk about the various pictures of
decorated eggs.
4. Say: We are going to create a
design for our own pysanky.
5. Pass out a copy of RK 2:
Pysanky to each child. Display TH:
Pysanka Symbolism for children
to use as guides while decorating
their eggs.
6. Say: All of our egg designs
are unique and different. We are
unique, different, and special as
well. As the book we read earlier
said, “No two eggs are alike. Each
one is different. Each is beautiful
and precious in its own way. So is
every living creature in the eyes of
God.”
7. Pray for each child by name,
thanking God that he or she is
beautiful and precious. Thank
God for Gennady, Mina, and the
families at the Village of Hope who
see Ukrainian children as beautiful
and precious.

2. Say: In Ukraine, embroidery is
very popular. People wear clothes
with very detailed hand-sewn
embroidery.
3. Say: I have a puzzle for you
to complete today. You will get
to practice embroidering an
animal shape just like Ukrainians
embroider clothing.
4. Give each child a pattern and
help the children get the string
started in the animal. You can tape
the end of the yarn to create a
needle.
5. Lead students in a prayer,
thanking God for animals and for
the beauty of the world around us.

5. Wind children down by
gathering for a prayer. Use the
Bible thought, God made the
animals (Gen. 1:25). Thank God
for God’s creatures and for warm
springs after cold winters.

Items needed: The Birds’ Gift: A
Ukrainian Easter Story retold by Eric A.
Kimmel and illustrated by Katya Krenina

Items needed: large space; yarn or tape

1. Before the session, create a large
rectangular playing space. Use the
yarn or tape to create a smaller
rectangle in the middle of the
larger one.
2. Say: Winter weather in Ukraine
can be very harsh. Bears hibernate
during these months and come out
in spring. Mother bears come out
of their dens with new cubs. Bears
search for food because they are

FORM

4. Say: When you are in the
middle, you must hold hands at all
times. You cannot break away from
the group to tag someone.

Read a Ukrainian
Easter Story

Play the Big Bears
Game
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3. Say: I am going to pick one
of you to be “Big Bear.” You will
stand in the middle rectangle. We
will count down from 10 to 0.
When we get to 0, “Big Bear” will
call out “Big Bear is coming!” He
or she will run out and try to tag
the rest of you. When one person
gets tagged, we will start over. You
will join “Big Bear.” Then we will
count down from 10 to 0 and the
two bears will say “Big Bears are
coming!” We will repeat this until
everyone except one person has
been tagged.

|

1. Before the session, locate The
Birds’ Gift: A Ukrainian Easter
Story at your local library or
bookstore.
2. Ask: Do you know what the
word “hope” means? Hope means
a trust or reliance on someone or
something (we hope in God) or to
desire something and expect that it
will happen (hope for success).
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3. Say: We are going to read a
book that tells about a Ukrainian
Easter tradition. This book tells
about the hope of Easter.
4. After reading, ask: Who had
hope in the story? (the girl, the
village, grandfather, the birds,
Father Roman)
5. Pray with children thanking God
for people like Gennady, Mina, and
the families at the Village of Hope
who provide hope for the children
and the people of Ukraine.

Make and Play Pan
Flutes
Items needed: copy of RK 4: Pan Flute
Strips for each child; large straws;
scissors; cardstock; double stick tape;
markers or crayons; TH: Pan Flute

1. Before the session, make a copy
on cardstock of RK 4: Pan Flute

Transition
Go to each learning center and
ask the preschoolers to begin
cleaning up. Tell them that when
they hear you clap your hands, it’s
time to join you for Large Group
Time. Go to each learning center
and clap your hands, inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers.

Strips for each child. Cut apart
the strips from RK 4. Then cut the
straws different lengths. Locate
TH: Pan Flute to see a photo of this
project.
2. Say: Ukrainian music involves
several woodwind instruments;
instruments that sound similar
to flutes or clarinets. Today we’re
going to make a pan flute.

5. Say: Now, blow into the straws
to make sound. (Allow children
to figure out how to “play” their
pan flutes.) Let’s march around the
room and praise God with a song
using our pan flutes.
6. Pray, thanking God for the gift
of music.

3. Give each child a strip of
cardstock. Put a seven-inch strip of
double stick tape on the cardstock.
Help children lay the cut straws
on the cardstock, starting with the
longest one on the left. Continue to
add the straws in descending order,
so the shortest one ends up on the
right. Give children another strip of
cardstock with a seven-inch strip of
double stick tape to place on top of
the straws.

7. Give children the Bible verse
strips to take home with their pan
flutes.

4. Use the Bible thought, I will
praise God with a song (Psalm
69:30).

Large Group Time
1. Ask: What are some things you learned about Ukraine or the
Podgaiskys while you were in the learning centers?
2. Ask: Do you have your own Bible at home? Who gave it to you?
3. Say: When we read Bible stories at church, the stories help us learn
about God. The stories help us understand that God loves us and God
loves everyone.
4. Say: Today we will hear a story about how Gennady and Mina used
gifts from CBF churches to buy Bibles for children in Ukraine.
5. Tell the story, “Hope in Ukraine.”
6. Ask: What happened in today’s story? What did Courtney learn?
7. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for Gennady and Mina
and their gifts of hope to the children of Ukraine.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Ask: Why do you think the Bible
brought the boy hope?

Hope in Ukraine

2. Say: The Bible has many stories
about hope. When Jesus rose again,
he brought us all hope.

Courtney held two shiny, smooth quarters in her hand. She
dropped them in the offering plate— “plink,” “plink”—
wondering if they would make a difference. Courtney’s
church sent the offering to field personnel Gennady and Mina
Podgaisky.

3. Lead preschoolers in singing the
following song to the tune of “The
Farmer in the Dell:”
The Bible is God’s Word
The Bible is God’s Word
It tells us that God loves us
The Bible is God’s Word.

Later that summer, the Podgaiskys came to speak at
Courtney’s church. “Before we got your offering, we noticed
a need at our church in Kiev, Ukraine. We have so many
children! We wanted to do something special for them,” Mina
explained. “We decided that the children should have their
own Bibles. We waited for money to arrive to purchase the
Bibles,” Gennady said. Courtney, who had been a bit bored,
wiggled in her seat. “Hmm…I wonder if my money helped
buy a Bible,” Courtney thought.

Note: Sing three more times,
replacing the third line with: I like
to hear God’s Word, I like to learn
God’s Word, and I like to share
God’s Word.
4. Say a prayer, thanking God for
the Bible and those who share it
with others.

Mina continued, “One afternoon while walking home, a little
boy ran up to me. I did not know him, but he knew me. He
was so excited. He bounced from foot to foot!” “I read all of
that book you gave me!” he exclaimed. He said, “You gave
me a children’s Bible at church. I took it home and I’ve been
reading it. I read the whole thing! I can’t wait to read it again!”
“I am proud of you! Keep reading!” Mina responded, as she
gave the boy a high five. “Oh, I will! There are some really
cool stories in there!” he replied.

5. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. As you reflect on Easter this
year, be sure to thank God for the
hope that we have because of Jesus’
birth, life, death, and resurrection.
What brings you hope? What can
you do to bring hope to others?

Gennady said, “This is one of the ways we use the offering
we receive. We look for needs around us and think of ways
to meet these needs.” Mina added, “I couldn’t help but smile
as he skipped away. His excitement will spread. He will share
what he is reading with his family and friends. Hopefully,
those people will want to read and learn more too. We share
hope with one person and that person shares it with another
and it just keeps spreading.”
Gennady chimed in, “How wonderful it is to see a child
sharing God’s Word with others!”
As Courtney walked out of church, she smiled, realizing her
small gift did make a big difference.
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SESSION

4

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Special People
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather RK 7: The Village of Hope.
• Locate The Spider’s Gift retold by Eric A. Kimmel, illustrated by
Katya Krenina.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will hear a child
explain what it means to be an orphan. Children will learn what it
is like to be an orphan. Children will learn why the Village of Hope
makes a huge different in the lives of orphans in Ukraine.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers
The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Gennady and Mina. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Make Easy Cabbage
Rolls
Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins; bowls; forks; RK 15: Allergy
Alert

Recipe ingredients:
6 slices of bacon, coarsely chopped
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1 medium yellow onion, minced
2 medium cloves of garlic, minced
or pressed
24 ounce jar of sauerkraut, drained
and squeezed dry, but not 		
rinsed
4 cups day old or cold cooked rice
¾ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon freshly ground black
pepper
Makes 12 small servings
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1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will see it. Prepare the
cabbage dish before the session
and reheat just before class.
2. To prepare recipe, cook the
bacon in a 12-inch skillet over
medium high heat until well
browned and crisp (about 6-8
minutes). Transfer bacon to a
plate with paper towels, using
a slotted spoon. Pour off all but
two tablespoons of bacon grease.
Reduce heat to medium and cook
onions in the remaining bacon
grease (until softened, about 5
minutes). Add garlic and cook until
fragrant (about 30 seconds). Add
sauerkraut and cook, stirring often
until it is heated through (about
5 minutes). Stir in rice, salt, and
pepper until incorporated. Cook
until rice is heated through, stirring
often (about 5 minutes). Stir in the
bacon. Season with additional salt
and pepper as desired.
3. Say: Gennady and Mina love
to have people in their home.
Sometimes Mina serves cabbage
rolls to their guests. Usually it is
rolled up in a cabbage leaf, but this
is a simpler version.
4. Give each child a bowl of
“easy cabbage rolls,” a fork, and a
napkin.
5. Pray, thanking God for food and
for fellowship around the table.

Make a Pipe Cleaner
Spider
Items needed: pipe cleaners (two for
each child); beads; optional: googly eyes;
glue

2. Say: One legend in Ukraine tells
the story of how spiders decorated
a Christmas tree and made it
sparkle with tinsel. We are going
to make a “Christmas” spider
together.
3. Pass out the four pieces of pipe
cleaner. Guide children in lining
up the four pieces of pipe cleaner
and twisting them together tightly.
Have children spread out the four
pieces to make the legs. Then,
children can string on the beads.
Help children twist the end of the
foot so the beads stay on the pipe
cleaner. Help children glue on eyes
if desired.
4. Use the Bible thought, Look at
the wonderful things God made
(Job 37:14).

Stay Warm in Nature
Items needed: none

1. Say: Many children in Ukraine
do not have a home. They have to
stay outside on cold nights or find
places to stay warm. We are going
to go on a walk and look for ways
we could try to stay warm if we
had to stay outside at night.
2. Take children on a walk outside.
Have children look for objects
outside that they could use to help
them stay warm on a cold night.
Have children build a “shelter”
together.

5. Guide children in a prayer,
thanking God for all of God’s
creatures.

3. Gather children in their shelter
(if there is space) and pray with
them. Thank God for the Village
of Hope, which provides a warm
place for children to stay on cold
nights.

Build a Village

4. If you do not have outside
space, give children various objects
from nature: branches, leaves,
moss, etc. Have children design a
shelter with the items.

Items needed: blocks

1. Say: Many churches and groups
went to Ukraine to help build
the Village of Hope. Many of the
buildings are old and needed work
to make them safe.
2. Say: Today you will work
together to build a model of the
Village of Hope. Think about what
things might be needed. You can
build houses, a playground, and a
big building for groups.
3. Pray with preschoolers,
thanking God for the Village of
Hope and for those who helped
build it to provide a place for
families to live together safely.

FORM

Items needed: The Spider’s Gift retold
by Eric A. Kimmel, illustrated by Katya
Krenina

1. Say: We have talked about how
animals are an important part of
folktales and stories in Ukraine.
Today we will read a folk tale
about how the spiders helped make
Christmas better for a family.
2. Read The Spider’s Gift to the
children.

1. Before the session, cut pipe
cleaners in half. Each child will
have four pieces.
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Read a Ukrainian
Christmas Folktale
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3. Pray with children, thanking
God that God provides for us when
we need it.

sad and you know it, wipe a tear; if
you’re scared and you know it, hug
yourself.

Sing “If You’re Happy
and You Know It”

3. Remind students that it is
important to use their words or
faces to tell others how they are
feeling instead of keeping it inside.
It is important to watch and listen
to other people as well.

Items needed: none

1. Say: Mina works with children
and youth to help them learn how
to identify what they are feeling
and express that to others. Today
we will use a song that we already
know, but change it a little bit.
Follow after me.
2. Sing, “If You’re Happy and You
Know It” with the children. Sing it
the regular way with “happy” first.
Then change “happy” to different
emotions each time and give an
action that matches the emotion.
For example, if you’re mad and you
know it, stomp your feet; if you’re

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time
for Large Group Time. Tell them
to clean up the learning centers.
Encourage everyone to help in
their areas and put things back
where they go. While waiting for
the whole group to arrive, ask the
students to tell about what they
learned in the learning centers.

4. Use the Bible thought, God gave
us ears to hear and eyes to see
(Prov. 20:12).
5. Pray with preschoolers,
thanking God that we have eyes to
see others and ears to hear their
words. Thank God that there are
also people to see and hear us
when we need help.

Large Group Time
1. Say: We had many exciting learning centers today! We tasted another
Ukrainian dish. We learned about how people helped build the Village of
Hope so families have a safe place to live together. We learned that some
children do not have homes.
2. Say: Today we’re going to hear a bit more about those children who do
not have homes. These children are called “orphans.”
3. Tell the story, “What Is an Orphan?”
4. Ask: What makes a child an orphan? What are Mina and Gennady
doing to help these children?
5. Pray with the preschoolers. Have them repeat after you: “Thank you
for Gennady, Mina, and Village of Hope. Thank you that they care for
your children in Ukraine. Amen.”
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Ask: What is the difference
between an orphan and a child
at Village of Hope? Why is this
difference important?

What Is an Orphan?
Joe loves to go to mission class each Wednesday night at
church. He looks forward to eating foods from other countries,
making cool crafts, and learning about CBF field personnel.
This week, when Joe’s mom met him after his class, Joe
had a few questions. “Mom, we learned about some people
in Ukraine tonight. They help orphans. What is an orphan?”
asked Joe.

2. Show RK 7: The Village of Hope.
3. Say: Let’s say a prayer together.
Repeat after me: “Dear God, thank
you for families who adopt children.
Thank you for the Village of Hope.
Thank you for Gennady and Mina.
Be with them all. Amen.”

“Well, an orphan is usually a child who doesn’t have parents
because both parents have died,” replied Joe’s mom. “It can
also mean that the child’s parents couldn’t take care of them
anymore and had to give them up. Being an orphan is sad, so
I’m glad that the field personnel in Ukraine are helping the
orphans.”

4. As parents come, thank children
for participating in the session and
remind them to continue to pray for
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky and
Village of Hope.

“Yeah, before the Podgaiskys started helping the orphans, some
of the children didn’t have food to eat or warm places to
sleep,” Joe said. “Our teacher told us that the children would
eat food from trash cans and sleep on blankets outside. I can’t
imagine not having a warm house and plenty of food!”

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the other
leaders. Plan the learning centers
for the next unit. Reflect on today’s
lesson and find a way to make it a
part of your life. Continue to pray
for Gennady and Mina and the
Village of Hope.

“Many children who don’t have parents live in orphanages,”
Joe’s mom explained. “The children have warm beds and food
to eat but living in an orphanage is not the same as living
with a family.”
“That’s why the field personnel’s work is so great!” said
Joe. “Our teacher told us that the Podgaiskys work at a
special place called the Village of Hope. It is different than an
orphanage. The children there become part of a family. They
get a new mom and a new dad! Sometimes they even get
brothers and sisters!” added Joe. “The children live in real
houses with their new families and they have other families as
neighbors.”
Joe’s mom gave him a hug and said, “That sounds wonderful!
Those children in Ukraine get new families and a community
that loves them and cares about them. They learn that God
loves them, too.”
“Hey!” Joe said with a smile. “When orphans in Ukraine get to
live at the Village of Hope, they aren’t orphans anymore! They
have families and homes, just like I do!
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UNIT

2

Theme: Hospitality in
Virginia

People focus: Jessica and
Joshua Hearne

Ministry focus:
Developing community in
Danville, Virginia

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

Luke 10:38-39

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Growing Friendships:
Hospitality in Virginia
by

Noelle Owen

What does it take to be hospitable? In today’s world of social media
posts, home improvement shows, and Internet blogs, good hospitality
seems to be evidenced by the perfect home and hors d’oeuvres. In a
world of comparisons and comfort, it is easy to focus on the material
instead of the harder work of hospitality, which comes from the heart.
For Christians, hospitality
is an expectation woven
throughout Scripture. God
expects Christians to love
their neighbors, care for
others, and embrace the
stranger.
Luke 10:38-41 gives
the account of Jesus
visiting Mary and Martha
in Bethany. Jesus sits
and talks to Mary while
Martha goes about the
work of the home. Martha
CBF field personnel Jessica Hearne serves in
goes about the business
Danville, Virginia, where she reaches out to her
of hospitality – cooking,
neighbors living with addiction, poverty, and homecleaning, and serving.
lessness. Through Grace and Main Fellowship, she
Martha strives for a
and her partners provide community meals in parks,
magazine-cover- worthy
homes, and church gyms.
picture of hospitality.
Mary, however, gives
her guest the gift of
her presence. Mary sits and talks with Jesus. She embraces the heart of
hospitality as she makes their time together about sharing conversation
and friendship. The biblical account of Jesus visiting Mary and Martha
reminds Christians that hospitality is more than just going through the
motions of service or preparation. True hospitality is sharing of oneself,
being fully present, and engaging in authentic relationship with our
neighbors.
Jessica Hearne is a Cooperative Baptist Fellowship field personnel.
She works alongside her husband Joshua Hearne to extend hospitality
in Danville, Virginia. Through Grace and Main Fellowship and Third
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Other Sources of
Information

Chance Ministries, the Hearnes form authentic relationships with
their neighbors and show hospitality to people in need. Grace and
Main Fellowship is an intentional Christian community committed
to prayer, hospitality, non-violence, community development, and
housing justice. The Hearnes are part of a team of community
leaders, many of whom have personal experience with hunger,
homelessness, and injustice. Together, these leaders minister to
their community through hospitality. Some days, they are delivering
furniture donations, giving rides to doctor’s appointments,
gardening at the Urban Farm, engaging with non-profit partners, or
sitting down to a community meal with their neighbors. Every day,
the Hearnes work to meet people where they are, understand their
complex needs, and show God’s love.
Many of the neighbors the Hearnes meet have faced obstacles
such as poverty, addiction, homelessness, and hunger. Joshua’s and
Jessica’s work begins by showing God’s love through hospitality.
Just as Mary sat at the feet of Jesus to listen, the Hearnes sit
with the people they meet to hear and understand their stories.
These individuals are their neighbors and their friends, and they
treat them with a heart of hospitality that demonstrates God’s
unconditional love.
Culture often demands perfection, service, and preparation in
order to welcome others – much like Martha’s attitude in Luke 10.
Jesus reminds us, however, that preparing the meal or setting the
table is only the beginning of true hospitality. When we welcome
the stranger, engage those who hurting, and see those who are
overlooked, we welcome with the Spirit of Christ.

1. Visit www.cbf.net/hearne for an
introduction to Jessica and Joshua
Hearne.
2. See www.graceandmain.org and
www.thirdchanceministries.com for
more stories and information about
these ministries.
3. Read an article about the Hearnes
in fellowship! Magazine at https://
issuu.com/fellowship/docs/spring18_
fellowship.final?e=1254077/58802821
4. See https://www.flickr.com/photos/
thefellowship/sets/72157683186157872/
for additional photos of the Hearnes’
work in Danville, Virginia.
5. See www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources for this unit.

teaching/
learning aim:

Noelle Owen lives in Waynesboro, Virginia, with her husband and
two children. She is passionate about connecting children and
families to God’s love and mission in the world.

In this unit, preschoolers will
learn how to be hospitable to
the people around them through
serving and loving others.
They will learn about CBF field
personnel Jessica Hearne and
her husband Joshua, who are
extending hospitality to the
people of Danville, Virginia.
Children will hear stories about
the Hearnes’ ministry and learn
how to apply hospitality in their
own communities.

WO R D B A N K
homeless: not having a home or place to live
poverty: not having enough money for things that people need like food
or clothes

s’mores: sweet treat with melted marshmallows sandwiched with
chocolate between graham crackers; usually the marshmallows are
roasted over a fire

urban: city area where people live and work
Urban Farm: farm in the city of Danville, Virginia, where the community
can grow food

Virginia: state in eastern United States of America where the Hearnes
live; Virginia was one of the first states in the USA
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SESSION

1

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

Meet the Hearnes
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: May Video. This animated video
provides an entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
• Gather RK 8: Helping Hands, RK 9: Sewing Heart, and RK 12: The
Hearnes.
• Locate TH: Books about Friendship and TH: Beach or Mountain.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to Jessica and Joshua Hearne and their work in Danville, Virginia.
Through a glimpse into the lives of the Hearnes, the preschoolers
will learn about being hospitable to friends. They will learn about
the Hearnes’ work through activities such as sharing marshmallows,
telling a story, and playing basketball.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

the tissue paper and wood into a
pretend campfire.

Roast Marshmallows

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Jessica and Joshua Hearne. Give
guidance as needed to help the
preschoolers learn as they play.

Items needed: toothpicks or wooden
skewers; marshmallows; red/orange/
yellow tissue paper; small sticks or logs
RK 15: Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice. Arrange
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2. Say: Spending time with friends
and making snacks together can
be really fun. Jessica and Joshua
Hearne love to spend time together
with their family and friends. They
have a daughter, Lucy, who is
about your age. They love to roast
marshmallows together.
3. Help the children put their
marshmallows on the toothpicks or
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skewers and pretend to roast the
marshmallows over the campfire.
4. Ask children about special
snacks that they like to share with
their families and friends.
5. Say a prayer of thanks for the
snack and friends around the
campfire.

Be a Helper
Items needed: crayons or markers; copy
of RK 8: Helping Hands for each child

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 8: Helping Hands for each
child.
2. Say: Jessica and Joshua do a lot
of things that are helpful for their
friends. They invite them to their
house. They also give them rides to
doctor appointments and take them
to the grocery store. Sometimes
they pray with their friends or just
talk to them.
3. Ask: What are some of the ways
that you are helpers?
4. Give each child a copy of RK
8: Helping Hands and crayons or
markers.
5. Say: On your paper, write
or draw ways that you can be a
helper. You can hang your paper in
your house to remind you to be a
good helper.
6. Use the Bible thought, Help one
another (Gal. 5:13).

Sew a Heart
Items needed: copy of RK 9: Sewing
Heart on cardstock for each child; yarn;
hole punch; markers or crayons

1. Before the session, make
copies of RK 9: Sewing Heart on

cardstock. Cut out the hearts,
punch holes as indicated, and cut
yarn into long strands and knot
yarn at one end.

Tell a Story
Items needed: TH: Books about
Friendship

2. Give children a heart cutout.
Ask children to decorate the heart
with markers and crayons.
3. Say: Jessica Hearne likes to
sew. Sometimes she sews new
clothes for her daughter. She also
helps her neighbors by fixing holes
in socks or sewing buttons onto
shirts. When Jessica sews, she
shares God’s love.
4. After children have colored the
hearts, give each child a piece of
yarn. Demonstrate for the children
how to “sew” the yarn through the
holes.

1. Before the session, locate
TH: Books about Friendship for
suggested books.
2. Say: Joshua Hearne loves to
tell stories. The Hearnes also get
to listen to lots of stories from
their friends. At Grace and Main
Fellowship, their friends tell them
about their lives and they listen.
3. Read the book to the
preschoolers. Then, ask them to
take turns reading or telling the
story to their friends.

5. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer. Thank God for using our
talents and skills to help others.

4. Pray with the preschoolers,
thanking God for books and stories
that help us learn about God and
our friends.

Visit the Beach or
Mountains

Play Basketball
Items needed: basketball hoop or small
wastebasket; small ball

Items needed: TH: Beach or Mountain.

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Beach or Mountain.

1. Before the session, set up an
area for the children to throw the
ball into the basket.

2. Say: The Hearnes live in
Virginia. Virginia has beautiful
mountains and beautiful beaches.
They love to visit both of these
places with their family.
3. Show each picture and read the
name of the item from TH: Beach
or Mountain. Ask the preschoolers
if the item can be found at the
beach or mountains.
4. Allow preschoolers to name
more things that can be found at
the beach or the mountains.
5. Use the Bible thought, God
made the ocean and the dry land
(Ps. 95:5).
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2. Ask: What games or sports do
you like to play with your friends?
What are your favorite sports
teams? Say: The Hearnes love
basketball and are big fans of the
Kentucky Wildcats. Today, we are
going to practice playing basketball
with our friends.
3. Instruct the preschoolers to
take turns throwing the ball into
the basket. After each successful
basket, lead the group in saying,
“Go Cats!”
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4. Say: We can watch sports
and play games with our friends.
Spending time with friends is fun!
5. Use the Bible thought, God gives
us things to enjoy (1 Tim. 6:17).

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you say, “Go Cats!” it’s time to
join you for Large Group Time. Go
to each learning center and begin
saying, “Go Cats!” inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers. Bring RK
12: The Hearnes and prepare to
show TH: May Video.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning about CBF field personnel Jessica
Hearne and her husband Joshua. who are CBF field personnel. (Show
RK 12: The Hearnes.) They live in Danville, Virginia, and work to show
hospitality and God’s love to their friends and neighbors.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about the Hearnes while you
were in the learning centers?
3. Talk to the children about hospitality. Give them the definition and
give examples of showing hospitality to others.
4. Show TH: May Video, an animated video which provides an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
5. Say: Now let’s hear about a special day for the Hearnes and their
friends.
6. Tell the story, “Lake Day Fun.”
7. Ask: What are some things that the Hearnes like? Say: Jessica likes
to sew and visit the beach and mountains. Joshua likes storytelling and
basketball. They like the Kentucky Wildcats basketball team, and they
like to roast marshmallows with their daughter, Lucy. They have fun with
their friends and neighbors and show them God’s love. Ask: What do you
like to do?
8. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for the Hearnes’ work in
Danville, Virginia, and ask that God helps them to show God’s love.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we were introduced
to Jessica and Joshua Hearne. Their
work helps people feel God’s love.

Lake Day Fun
“1, 2, 3! cannonball!” Splash! The lake water went everywhere
when Mike jumped into the water. Mike swam back to the
boat and climbed the ladder. “Brrrrr!” The water was so cold!
His mom smiled at him and gave him a towel to dry off.

2. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer
for the Hearnes.

Mike was on the boat with Jessica and Joshua Hearne, his
mom, and friends from Grace and Main Fellowship. The sun
was shining brightly. Everyone was smiling and laughing.
Mike had seen boats on television but this was his first time to
ride on a boat. Mike and his mom lived in a small house near
downtown Danville, Virginia. Mike’s mom usually worked on
Saturdays and Sundays, so they didn’t get to do fun things like
boating and swimming.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson
and find a way to make it a part
of your life. How do your hobbies,
interests, and talents allow you to
be hospitable to those around you?

When Joshua pulled the boat up to the dock, Mike and
the others hopped off the boat and gathered around picnic
tables near the lake. Some friends from Grace and Main had
grilled hot dogs for everybody and they were yummy! Joshua
welcomed the group to Lake Day. He introduced some of the
neighbors who were at Lake Day for the first time. When he
introduced Mike and his mom, everyone smiled and waved
and said, “Welcome to Lake Day and welcome to the Grace
and Main family!”
Joshua and Jessica told the group about the next community
meal that would be held in a church gym. They called it the
Big Meal. “I wonder if it’s big because there are so many
people or because there is so much food,” Mike thought. “I
hope it’s because of the food!”
Jessica introduced a mom and dad and their kids and said,
“These new friends are staying in one of our Hospitality
Houses until they can get an apartment or house of their own.
We’ll give them a warm place to sleep and good food to eat
and welcome them into our community.”
Joshua asked everyone to stand in a circle and hold hands. He
prayed for the family living in the Hospitality House and he
prayed for all of the neighbors and friends in Danville. Jessica
said that being a part of the Grace and Main family is about
being a good neighbor and loving each other. Mike was happy
to learn about God and have so much fun! On the way home,
Mike talked about the great big cannonball that he was going
to do at Lake Day next year.
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SESSION

2

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Jesus Visits His
Friends
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Gather RK 10: Jesus Visits His Friends.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers learn about Jesus
visiting Mary and Martha in Bethany. Children will learn about
visiting with friends as they complete activities such as making a
picture for a friend, preparing for a visit, making a puzzle with a
Bible story picture, and playing a special game. Children will make a
connection between Jesus and his friends and the preschoolers and
their friends.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning
Centers

3. Say: Jesus went to visit his
friends, Mary and Martha. They
talked a lot, and they probably also
ate food together.

Prepare for a Visitor

The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the story of Jesus
visiting Mary and Martha and
their own friends. Give guidance
as needed to help the preschoolers
learn as they play.

Items needed: box; tea set; doll; ball;
blanket; toy car; Bible

1. Before the session, place all of
the items into the box.
2. Ask: What do you do to get
ready for visitors at your house?
What do you like to do with your
friends when they visit you?
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4. Take each item out of the box
and talk about how it could be
used when friends are visiting.
Discuss the importance of sharing
with friends and allow the children
to talk about what toys they like to
share with friends.
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5. Use the Bible thought, Jesus had
friends (Luke 2:52).

Color for a Friend
Items needed: construction paper;
crayons or markers; stickers or other
decorative craft items

4. Ask: Who do you see in this
picture? What are they doing?
5. Say: We are going to make a
puzzle out of our pictures. When
you put your puzzle together, you
can remember that Jesus visited
his friends.

1. Say: Jesus visited his friends
Mary and Martha. He talked with
them and enjoyed spending time
with his friends.

6. Assist children in cutting the
coloring page into four to six
pieces. Allow children time to
work the puzzles. Place puzzles
in zip-top bags for preschoolers to
take home.

2. Ask: Who are your friends?
What are some of the things you
like to do with your friends?

7. Use the Bible thought, Jesus
said, “You are my friends” (John
15:15).

3. Instruct children to make a
special picture to share with a
friend or family member. Show
them the craft materials and allow
them to choose items to create a
picture.
4. As children are creating, go to
each child individually and ask
him or her about their creations.
Ask: Who are you going to give
your special picture to?
5. Pray: Thank you, God, for my
friends. Help us to be good friends
and to be nice to everyone. Amen.

Make a Bible Story
Puzzle

Read with a Friend
Items needed: selection of short books

1. Arrange children in pairs or
groups of three. Ask children to
select a book to read together.
2. Give the children a chance to
read and talk about the book with
their partner.
3. Say: Reading with a friend is
one of the fun ways that we can
spend time together.

Give a High Five
Walk with Jesus

Items needed: strips of paper of various
colors; paper bag or basket

Items needed: bucket; sand; wet wipes
or paper towels

1. Place the strips of colored paper
in the paper bag or basket. Have
preschoolers sit in a circle and
draw one strip of paper out of the
bag or basket.

1. Before the session, fill the
bucket with about four inches of
sand.
2. Gather the children and ask
them to take their shoes and socks
off.
3. Say: The stories in the Bible
took place before anyone had
cars. When Jesus went to visit
his friends, he had to walk
everywhere. He probably wore
sandals or walked barefoot. The
roads were sandy and dirty.

2. Ask preschoolers to find
someone else who has the same
color paper and give that person a
high five.
3. Repeat the game multiple times
so children get a chance to interact
with everyone. End the game by
giving high fives to everyone.

Items needed: copy of RK 10: Jesus
Visits His Friends for each child; crayons
or markers; blunt-tip scissors; zip-top
bags

4. Invite the children to take turns
putting their feet in the sand. Use
wet wipes or paper towels to clean
each child’s feet.

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 10: Jesus Visits His Friends
for each child.

5. Talk about what the sand felt
like. Discuss what it would be like
to walk with Jesus to visit friends.

2. Give each child a copy of RK 10.
Instruct children to color the page.

4. Ask: What did it feel like to
give your friends a high five? What
did it feel like when you got a high
five?
5. Say: When Jesus went to visit
his friends Mary and Martha, he
got a chance to say nice things to
them and encourage them. When
we are friends with someone, we
can be nice to them and encourage
them, too.

3. Say: In this picture, Jesus is
visiting his friends Mary and
Martha.
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Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when you give
them a high five, it’s time to join
you for Large Group Time. Go to
each learning center and begin
giving high fives, inviting the
preschoolers to follow you to Large
Group Time. When everyone has
joined the group, thank them for
cleaning up the centers.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning about Jesus visiting his friends
Mary and Martha and how you can be a good friend.
2. Ask: What are some things you did today that reminded you of your
friends?
3. Tell the story “Mary and Martha’s Visitor.”
4. Ask: What did Mary and Martha do to be a good friend to Jesus? How
was Jesus a good friend to Mary and Martha? How can you be a good
friend to your friends? What is the most important part of being a good
friend?
5. Say: Jesus shows us how to be a good friend. You can also be a good
friend. You can listen to your friends, play nicely, share, and help your
friends.
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Ask them to repeat after you as
you pray. Thank God for Jesus and his friends. Thank God for all of the
children’s friends and ask God to help them be good friends.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we learned about
Jesus’ friendship with Mary and
Martha. We also learned more
about how we can be good friends.
Each of you is a good friend to
each other. Before you leave, give
every friend a big high five and say,
“Thank you for being my friend!”

Mary and Martha’s Visitor
Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh! Martha swept the dirt out of the
house. “Hurry up, Mary!” said Martha. “Our friend Jesus will
be here soon!” Clang, clunk, splash! Martha hurried to get a
jar of water. Mary counted, 1-2-3 loaves of bread. She spread
out a blanket for them to sit on and fluffed the pillows. Mary
and Martha were excited for Jesus to visit them. Mary wanted
to sit and talk to Jesus. She wanted to make him feel welcome
by spending time with him. Martha also wanted Jesus to feel
welcome. She worried about the house being clean and having
the right food for Jesus.

2. Lead the preschoolers in giving
high fives and saying, “Thank
you for being my friend!” As time
allows, think of other motions such
as waving or hugging that would be
appropriate for your group.

“He’s here!” Mary called. Jesus and his friends waved at each
other. Clomp-clomp-clomp! Mary and Martha ran outside to
meet Jesus and said, “Welcome to our house!” They went
into the house. Jesus and Mary sat down on the blanket. Gulp.
Jesus drank the cool water. He was dusty and hot from the
long walk to his friends’ house. Jesus asked Martha to sit
down and talk with him. Martha was still worried about doing
the dishes, cleaning the house, and cooking the food. But
Martha also wanted to spend time with her friend.

3. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session. Remind children to share
their special art creation with a
friend.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. Is there a friend that you need
to listen to this week?

Martha sat down with Jesus and Mary. She tried not to worry
about the house or the food. Instead, Martha and Mary made
Jesus feel welcome by listening to him. Jesus told them about
God and talked about how much God loves them. Mary shared
the loaves of bread, 1-2-3. Jesus said, “Thank you!” to his
friends for welcoming him at their house. Mary and Martha
waved and said, “Good-bye!” when Jesus left. They knew that
Jesus was a good friend. They hoped that their friend Jesus
would visit their house again soon.
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SESSION

3

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Urban Farming
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Gather RK 11: Fruit and Vegetables Match and RK 13: Urban Farm.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will be introduced
to the concept of urban farming and the Hearnes’ farming work with
their community in Danville, Virginia. Preschoolers will learn about
farming and food as they taste fresh fruits and vegetables, learn about
the fruits and vegetables that grow in Danville, Virginia, and decorate
pots for their own homegrown vegetable.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers
The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities, farming, and the mission
of Jessica and Joshua Hearne. Give
guidance as needed to help the
preschoolers learn as they play.

parents will take notice. Wash and
cut the fruits and vegetables into
bite-sized pieces.

Enjoy Fresh
Vegetables
Items needed: fresh cut vegetables
and fresh fruit; napkins or plates; RK 15:
Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
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2. Say: In Danville, Virginia,
Jessica and Joshua Hearne are
part of an Urban Farm. The word
“urban” means city. An urban farm
is a farm that is in a city. This farm
grows food for people who live
in the city. Today we are going to
taste some of the types of fruits
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and vegetables that might grow in
Danville, Virginia.
3. Help the children choose fruits
and vegetables to taste.
4. Discuss the names of each fruit
and vegetable. Ask preschoolers
to describe the taste, texture, and
color. Ask preschoolers to name
their favorites.
5. Use the Bible thought, God gives
food to us (Ps. 136:25).

Decorate a Planter
Items needed: small or medium-sized
terracotta pots; markers; washable paint;
paintbrushes; stickers

1. Give each child a terracotta pot
and markers, paint, or stickers to
decorate.
2. Ask: Have you ever planted a
seed? What do you do when you
plant a seed?
3. Say: The Urban Farm in
Danville, Virginia, is a place where
people grow food to eat. The Urban
Farm is a garden in the middle of a
city. You can grow your own plants
where you live, too. We are going
to decorate a pot that you can use
to plant a seed.
4. Allow time for the preschoolers
to decorate their pots.
5. Set pots aside to use in Nature.

Match Fruits and
Vegetables
Items needed: copy of RK 11: Fruit and
Vegetables Match for each preschooler;
blunt-tip scissors; crayons or markers;
zip-top bags

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 11: Fruit and Vegetables
Match for each child.
2. Give children a copy of RK 11:
Fruit and Vegetable Match and ask
preschoolers to color the picture.
3. Say: The Hearnes grow these
types of fruits and vegetables in an
Urban Farm. This food helps people
stay healthy and strong.
4. Ask children to take turns
identifying each fruit or vegetable.
5. After children have colored the
sheet, assist them in cutting along
the lines to create a matching
game.

7. Place the game pieces in zip-top
bags to take home.

Plant a Vegetable
Items needed: small or medium
terracotta pots (decorated pots from Art);
dirt; lima or green bean seeds

1. Say: At the Urban Farm in
Danville, Virginia, people work
hard to grow food. First, they
prepare the dirt. Then, they plant
the seeds. After they plant the
seeds, they water the seeds. After
a few days, the seeds start to grow.
They need sun and water as they
are growing.
2. Ask: What do you know about
plants growing? When have you
seen a plant grow?
3. Allow children to plant their
own seeds in the terracotta pots
provided.
4. Talk about the planting process
and the steps to taking care of their
plants.
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Read about a Carrot
Seed
Items needed: The Carrot Seed by
Ruth Krauss or other book about plants
growing

1. Before the session, locate The
Carrot Seed by Ruth Krauss.
2. Gather the children in a
comfortable spot in the room. Read
the book The Carrot Seed to the
children.

6. Give the children time to turn
the pieces to the blank side and
play the matching game.
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5. Pray with the preschoolers,
thanking God for seeds, plants, and
fresh food.

3. Ask: What happened to the
seed? What do plants need to
grow? If you planted a seed, do
you think you would be patient
enough to wait for it to grow?

Play “The Farmer
Says”
Items needed: none

1. Say: We are going to play a
game. You will pretend to be
farmers. The game is like “Simon
Says,” except it’s called “The
Farmer Says.” If I say, “The farmer
says,” before I tell you what to do,
then you do that thing. If I don’t
say, “The farmer says,” then you
don’t do that thing.
2. Ask the children to do things
related to farming. Preface most
of the directives by saying, “The
farmer says.” Demonstrate the
following actions as you say them:
dig a hole, plant a seed, pull a
weed, pick an apple from a tree,
give the apple to a friend, eat a
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carrot, chase away a squirrel, and
look at the sky.
3. After the game, ask: What kinds
of things did you do in this game?
What things do farmers do when
they are growing vegetables? Do
you think it’s hard or easy to be a
farmer?
4. Say: The Hearnes and all of the
farmers on the Urban Farm work
hard to grow food. If they do not
work hard on the farm, they might
not have good food to eat.

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you say, “The farmer says, ‘come
on over!’” they can join you at
Large Group Time. When everyone
has joined the group, thank them
for cleaning up the centers. Bring
RK 13: Urban Farm to Large Group
Time.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today you have been learning about the work of Jessica and
Joshua Hearne at the Urban Farm in Danville, Virginia. “Urban” means
city, and an urban farm is a farm that is in a city. At the Urban Farm in
Danville, Virginia, people in the community can grow fresh food to help
feed their families. They can also grow food to sell to other people so they
can earn money to pay for other things that they need. Sometimes, it can
be hard to find fresh food in a city, and the Hearnes and other people in
their community want to make sure that their neighbors are not hungry.
2. Ask: What are some things you learned about farming while you were
in the centers?
3. Talk about the different parts of farming and use the Bible thought,
God made plants with seed (Gen. 1:11).
4. Say: Now let’s hear a story about someone who grows food at the
Urban Farm in Danville.
5. Tell the story, “Growing Food and Friendships.”
6. Ask: What are some things that Jennifer does in a day? How did
Jennifer share the food that she grew? Have you ever worked on a farm?
What types of food would you like to grow?
7. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for the Hearnes’ work
and for the plants and food that grow on the Urban Farm.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Say: Today we were introduced
to the Urban Farm in Danville,
Virginia. Their work helps people to
know that Jesus loves them.

Growing Food and Friendships
“Good morning!” called Jennifer. She waved at her friends
who were working at the farm. It was so early that the sun
was barely in the sky. Jennifer wanted to get an early start on
the garden before it got too hot later in the day. Jennifer put
on her gloves and picked up her shovel. First, Jennifer went
to check the lima bean plants. The lima beans had little white
flowers on them.

2. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in the
session. Give the parents the potted
seeds that the preschoolers planted.

“Yum!” Jennifer said as she thought about how yummy the
lima beans would be to eat. Jennifer bent down and put her
hands into the dirt. Her hands got super dirty, but the dirt
felt good. Yank! She pulled out a weed. Yank! Yank! Yank!
She pulled out more weeds. The lima beans can grow better
without the weeds. “I can’t wait to share these lima beans
with the friends who come to the community meal at Grace
and Main next month,” thought Jennifer.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next session
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it part of your
life. How can you help to make sure
that none of your neighbors are
hungry?

Next, Jennifer poured water over the carrot plants. She
thought about the yummy, crunchy, orange carrots that she
would share with a family staying in a Hospitality House.
Then she checked the tomato plants. There were some little
green tomatoes. Jennifer let the green tomatoes grow more
instead of picking them. She counted two yellow tomatoes.
She hoped the yellow ones would be ready to pick tomorrow.
Then, she found four big red tomatoes. The red tomatoes
looked ripe and juicy. Jennifer picked the red tomatoes.
Jennifer waved and called, “Good-bye!” to her farmer friends.
She packed up her garden shovel and her gloves. When
Jennifer got home, she knocked on her neighbor’s door.
Jennifer’s neighbor has five little children and sometimes she
doesn't have enough money for the food they need. Jennifer
shared the four fresh, red tomatoes with her neighbor. “Thank
you!” said Jennifer’s neighbor, “We love tomatoes!” Jennifer
smiled and felt happy that she was able to share food and a
little bit of love from the Urban Farm.
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SESSION

4

Icon Key
When appropriate, a
clock icon indicates the
approximate number of minutes
needed for an activity.
An activity that may
best be prepared before
the session will be marked
accordingly.
Some activities
offer options
specifically for younger or older
children.
Some activities require
the use of a computer.
The food icon is shown
with activities that
incorporate food items. Be
aware of potential food allergies
or dietary restrictions.

Hospitable Houses
and Tables
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Prepare and post RK 15: Allergy Alert.
• Locate TH: House Craft.
• Gather RK 14: Community Meals
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, preschoolers will learn about
the hospitable work of Jessica and Joshua Hearne as they welcome
their neighbors and community. Children will learn to extend
hospitality through activities like setting a table for their friends,
building a home with blocks, and reading about friendship.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following is for use in a session of 45
minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your schedule.
Learning Centers (30-40 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (10 minutes), Closing Activity (5 minutes)

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Learning Centers
The learning centers provide
hands-on experiences for the
preschoolers. Help them make
connections between the center
activities and the ministries of
Jessica and Joshua Hearne. Give
guidance as needed to help the
preschoolers learn as they play.

Serve a Snack
Items needed: napkins; plates; small
cups; plastic pitcher of water; pretzels or
bite-size crackers; RK 15: Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 15: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice.
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2. Say: When you invite friends
over to your house, you might
want to serve them food. The
Hearnes and their friends like to
eat together. At Grace and Main
Fellowship, neighbors gather for
community meals at long tables
in a gym. Today, you are going to
set the table and help serve your
friends.
3. Give each child napkins, plates,
or cups and have them set them
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at each place at the table. Assist
children with pouring water and
distributing the snack at each place
setting.
4. When the table is set, lead the
preschoolers in a prayer of thanks
for the food.
5. Use the Bible thought, Give
thanks to God (Ps. 136:1).

Design a House for
Friends
Items needed: jumbo craft sticks;
construction paper; glue; scissors;
markers; glitter glue (optional); TH: House
Craft

1. Before the session, gather three
jumbo craft sticks per child. Cut
one triangle, two rectangles, and
two squares for each child. Locate
TH: House Craft for a photo of the
project.
2. Say: In Danville, Virginia, some
families do not have houses to
live in. Grace and Main Fellowship
has six houses called Hospitality
Houses. Neighbors can stay in one
of the Hospitality Houses until they
can get an apartment or house
of their own. The neighbors get a
warm place to sleep, good food to
eat, and friends to support them.
3. Say: Let’s design Hospitality
Houses. With the art supplies, you
can make a house with a door,
windows, a roof, and a chimney.
4. Provide the art supplies and
encourage the children to be
creative with their house designs.

Urban Farm, where friends share
the food they have planted.

Build a Home with
Blocks
Items needed: blocks

1. Say: In Danville, Jessica and
Joshua help people find good
homes to live in. Grace and Main
Fellowship, their church, has a
group of six houses where people
can find a place to live, get good
meals to eat, and have a family for
support.
2. Say: Today we are going to
build houses out of blocks. Think
about what will make your houses
comfortable, safe, and warm. Don’t
forget to build bedrooms, kitchens,
tables, and big backyards!
3. Allow children to work
individually or in pairs to build
houses out of the blocks.
4. Ask: What rooms are in the
house you built? Who do you think
will live in your house? How can
you make them feel welcome?

Read about Homes
Items needed: Come Over to My House
by Dr. Seuss

1. Before the session, locate Come
Over to My House by Dr. Seuss.
2. Say: We are going to read a
book about houses together.
3. Read the book aloud to the
children, showing them the
pictures of different types of
houses.

5. Lead the preschoolers in a
prayer, thanking God for our
homes.

Items needed: sand; plastic tub; plastic
vegetables and fruits; toy shovels and
trowels

1. Before the session, place sand
in a plastic box or sand table. (An
under-the-bed box works well.)
Bury plastic vegetables and fruits
in the sand.
2. Say: Every month, the friends at
Grace and Main host a Big Meal for
their community. Some people in
Danville do not have enough food
to eat. At the Big Meal they get to
eat healthy fruits and vegetables.
Some of the food comes from the

FORM

4. Use the Bible thought, God gives
food to us (Ps. 136:25).

4. Ask: What kinds of houses did
you see in this book? What does
your house look like?

Dig for Vegetables
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3. Give the children toy shovels
and trowels and invite them to find
the vegetables and fruits hidden
in the sand. As the children find
the food, ask them to name the
item they have found. Talk about
how the fruits and vegetables
grow (on trees, on small plants,
underground, etc.).

|

Sing “The Wheels on
the Bus”
Items needed: preschool chairs

1. Before the session, arrange
several chairs in rows to resemble
the seats in a van.
2. Invite the children to climb
aboard the Big Meal express. Say:
In our story today, we will hear
about a boy named Davion who
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rides in a van to eat dinner with
a group of neighbors in Danville,
Virginia. Let’s pretend that we are
riding in a van.
3. Lead the children in singing
“The Wheels on the Bus.” Sing
some new verses that go along
with the story. For example: “The
people on the bus say, ‘let’s go
eat!’” “The people on the bus sing
‘God is so good’” “The people on
the bus say ‘let’s be friends.’”

Transition
Go to each learning center and ask
the preschoolers to begin cleaning
up. Tell them that when they hear
you singing “The Wheels on the
Bus,” it’s time to join you for Large
Group Time. Go to each learning
center and begin quietly singing
the song, inviting the preschoolers
to follow you to Large Group Time.
When everyone has joined the
group, thank them for cleaning
up the centers. Bring RK 14:
Community Meals.

Large Group Time
1. Say: Today we have been learning more about the Hearnes. We learned
that they show hospitality to their neighbors and friends. When you
show hospitality, you share what you have and welcome others into your
community.
2. Ask: What are some things you can do to show hospitality?
3. Show RK 14: Community Meals. Say: Now let’s hear about a special
meal hosted by Grace and Main Fellowship.
4. Tell the story, “A Van Load of New Friends.”
5. Ask: How did Davion feel on the way to the Big Meal? How did he feel
on the way home?
6. Lead the preschoolers in a prayer. Thank God for the Hearnes’ work
and ask God to help the children be welcoming to their friends.
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Closing Activity

STO RY

1. Lead children in a group prayer
together. Have children stand in a
circle and hold hands.

A Van Load of New Friends
Davion sat on the front steps of his uncle Sal’s house. He
watched and waited for the green and white van to rumble
down the street and stop in front of his uncle’s house. One
Thursday each month, the van comes by to take Davion
and his uncle to the “Big Meal” hosted by Grace and Main
Fellowship.

2. Say: The Hearnes spend a lot
of time praying together with the
people in their community. Today,
we are going to pray together.
3. Instruct children to take turns
saying one thing they are thankful
for.

“Hurry up, Uncle Sal,” Davion called. “I see the van coming!”
As Davion and Sal climbed aboard, they gave high-fives to
their friend Joshua, who was driving the van. “Welcome
to the Big Meal express!” said Joshua. “I hope you’re both
hungry because we’ve got lots of food tonight.”

4. As parents arrive, thank the
preschoolers for participating in
this unit. Remind them to pray for
the Hearnes and the people in the
Danville community.

Davion and his uncle took their seats and looked out the
windows as the van rolled along through the streets of
Danville, Virginia. At the next stop, Walter climbed aboard
the Big Meal express. He patted Davion on the head and
whistled a tune. When the van stopped again, Dorothy
climbed in and began quietly singing, “God is so good, God
is so good.”

AFTER THE SESSION:
Clean up the centers. Think back
over the session. What went well
and what can be improved for the
next session? Read the next unit
and set aside the items you will
need. Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part of your
life. Is there a preschool family who
needs some extra encouragement
this week?

As each new person climbed into the van, Davion scooted a
little closer to his uncle Sal. He had been to the Big Meal a
few times, but he had never met these grown-ups before. As
the seats filled up and the van rolled on, Davion wondered if
he would see any friends at the Big Meal. He knew the food
would be yummy but he wondered if he would have fun.
Finally the van stopped in front of the church where the Big
Meal was held that month. As the van doors opened, Davion
saw his friend Lucy Hearne waiting for him. Lucy jumped up
and down and called out, “Davion, yay, I’m glad you’re here!
Let’s go play in the gym before the meal starts!” “Just a few
minutes until dinner’s ready!” Lucy’s mom, Jessica, called
after them as they ran into the gym.
When the Big Meal was over and Davion’s tummy was full,
he waved goodbye to Lucy and climbed back into the van
to head home. Walter climbed into the van and sat next to
Davion. Dorothy and Uncle Sal climbed in next. As the van
rolled along, Davion thought, “I love the Big Meal! Tonight I
ate yummy food, played with Lucy, and made a van load of
new friends!”
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C B F P R E S C H O O L M I S S I ONAL FOR M AT I ON RESOURCE

Resource Kit

RESOURCE
KIT

1

Map of Ukraine
Leader: Make a copy for each child. Cut apart the puzzle pieces.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

2

Pysanky
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, Art.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

3

Animal Patterns
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 1
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“I will
praise
God
with a
song.”
Psalm
69:30

RESOURCE
KIT

4

Pan Flute Strips
Leader: Make a copy on cardstock for each child. Cut apart the strips.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, Movement and Music.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

5

Gennady and Mina Podgaisky
CBF field personnel Gennady and Mina Podgaisky live and minister in Kiev, Ukraine. They work
with Ukrainian children at the Village of Hope. They also counsel and lead Bible studies for
couples, families, and other Ukrainians. They have three children, Bogdan, Mark, and Ana Maria.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

6

Ukrainian Friends
Gennady and Mina Podgaisky welcome many friends into their home and the Village of Hope for
Bible studies, holiday dinners, and family celebrations. As they share friendship with people in
Kiev, they are also sharing the hope that God provides.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

7

UNIT 1

The Village of Hope
When orphan children come to the Village of Hope, they become part of new families. They live
with moms, dads, brothers, and sisters. They have real homes and families, sometimes for the first
time in their lives. Surrounded by love and support, the children learn that they are important and
that God loves them.
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You obey Christ when you offer each
other a helping hand.
Galatians 6:2
RESOURCE
KIT

8

Helping Hands
Leaders: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 1, Art.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT

9

Sewing Heart
Leaders: Make a copy on cardstock for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 1, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT

10

Jesus Visits His Friends
Leaders: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 2, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 2
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tomato

green
beans

corn

apple

carrot

peach

tomato

green
beans

corn

apple

carrot

peach
RESOURCE
KIT

11

Fruit and Vegetable Match
Leaders: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 3, Blocks and Puzzles.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT

12

The Hearnes
CBF field personnel Jessica Hearne lives in Danville, Virginia, with her husband Joshua and their
daughter Lucy. The Hearnes minister alongside their neighbors to bring hope, healing, and God’s
love to their community.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT

13

Urban Farm
Neighbors work together on the Urban Farm in Danville, Virginia, a ministry supported by Grace
and Main Fellowship and CBF field personnel Jessica Hearne and her husband Joshua. The Urban
Farm helps provide food to a community where many people do not have enough food to eat.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT

14

Community Meals
Jessica and Joshua Hearne gather often with their community for meals and worship. Through
Grace and Main Fellowship, the Hearnes offer hospitality and God’s love to the community in
Danville, Virginia.

UNIT 2
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Allergy Alert

If your child is allergic to any of these items,
please inform your child’s leader.

RESOURCE
KIT

15
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You can change the world,
one community at a time.

“The goodness of
my life depends on
everyone having a
good life.”
- Gazmend Muharemi,
co-founder of Aya Farm
Ministry partner of CBF
field personnel Alicia and
Jeff Lee in Macedonia

CBF field personnel Jeff Lee (left) and son, Ethan,
pictured with Gazmend Muharemi of Aya Farm.

Get free Offering for Global Missions resources
for your church at www.cbf.net/ogm

100%
of your gifts to the
Offering support the long-term
presence of CBF field personnel.

